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Corona – Update
A piece of everyday life returns
Leisure and recreational sports are allowed again
but still with some restrictions. Bit by bit corona-restrictions are eased and we can return
to normal sports step by step. Now that sports are allowed in sports halls and other
rooms, the following situation arises for the TSV:
As a general rule:
Keeping distance is the first priority – minimum 1,5 m
If the minimum distance cannot be observed you are obliged to wear masks.
Section gymnastics:
For the moment we halved our sports offer and are doing our courses on the grass field
of our sports club. We do our training on the following days:
Monday 1 hour (HIT) and Wednesday 2 hours (Spinal Exercises, Pilates).
Because our own gym is too small for our groups we have to look for other locations like
sports halls or our community center in Hütschenhausen during autumn and winter time.
The amount of training sessions we can offer at this time depents on the amount of free
time we can get there.
Unfortunately our children's gymnastics cannot take place under these circumstances,
because the age of the children is between 3 and 6 years.
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Section Tennis:
Playing Tennis is possible since middle of May. First only tennis single was allowed –
now you can also play double tennis. Anyway you have to consider the special corona
rules regarding behaviour on the tennis court and hygiene. Information about the
tennissummer 2020, behavioral code and corona regulations are available at the head
of department.
The team „Men 30“ will start end of june playing the „Meden“-competition.
The youth teams started training but will not participate the “Meden”-competition.
Section Judo:
Unfortunately Judo is not contactless and therefore training is still forbidden. We do not
expect any further steps towards opening during the corona pandemic before the summer break and therefore judo cannot be offered. If contact sports are still not allowed
after the summer break, we currently have no scenario of how we should continue to
practice judo sport.
Section Volleyball:
Starting this week we begin with our training on our beach volleyball court. (2 against 2
plus coach). The training sessions will be organized depending on the weather and the
number of persons. Anyway it will be guaranteed that only 2 teams are on the court at
the same time.
Starting with our training in the sports hall we will organize after the summer break. At
the moment we prefer to play on the beach court.
Section Pétanque:
Boule is classified as team sport and therefore was not allowed the last weeks, although
it is very easy to follow the corona rules and play contactless. Since middle of May it is
allowed to play boule outdoor and since last week it can also be played indoor in our
boulodrome. Most important is to keep the necessary safety-distance of 1,5 m. Maximum 8 persons are allowed in our boulodrome at the same time (1 person per 10 m2). If
more persons are present, it must be organized, that this value will not be exceeded
(e.g. waiting outside).
Gastronomy:
Meanwhile our own club restaurant is open for guests – inside and also outside in the
beer garden. For restaurants there are some special corona rules, which have to be
considered. While entering the restaurant or beer garden you have to wear masks. At
the table you can take them off. Our landlords look forward to your visit.
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Office:
From now on our office is reopened. We have the following office hours:
Tuesday from 10 to 12 o’clock
Thursday from 16 to 20 o’clock

Volker Nicolay
President

P.S.
We would like to communicate with you via e-mail from now on. This way, we can distribute information faster and save money for postage as well. Not to mention the fact
that we save a lot of paper and thus protect the environment.
If you agree, send a short e-mail to
kontakt@tsvhuetschenhausen.de
with your name and address and the message „I agree” or “I do not agree” if you do not
wish to do so. We will respect your decision in any case.
A few words on data protection:
Data protection is of top priority for us. We will use your e-mail address for direct communication only and will not pass it on to third parties. You will not receive any advertisement or spam from any companies. Your data is stored on multiple secured computers, so that misuse is almost impossible.
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